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Abstract 
Laser Cladding is one of the developing manufacturing techniques used for diverse 
applications such as coating, repairing and prototyping. Complex processing 
phenomena and the formation and growth of thin clad of few micrometers to 
millimeters range in most cases are yet to be fully understood. However, in recent 
past, several numerical models have been reported to get some understanding of 
physical, dynamic and metallurgical phenomena of this process. This article reviews 
the progress of numerical simulations spanning over three distinct stages of the 
process to model powder flow dynamics, melt pool and clad properties. For each 
stage, the governing equations, the effect of process variables and experimental 
validation techniques have been discussed. Specifically, we have outlined some of the 
underlying assumptions in the current numerical models which can act as pointers for 
further improvement of the existing numerical models. Authors recommend that 
numerical simulation results have to be complemented with experimental results to 
achieve better clad properties. 
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1. Introduction 
Low heat input, high solidification rate, excellent metallurgical bonding, deposition of 
functionally graded materials as well as rapid prototyping with homogenous structure 
made Laser Cladding (LC) a unique thermal coating process [1]. In the LC process, a 
laser heat source is utilized to deposit a thin layer (0.05-2 mm) of metal/ceramic, 
known as clad, on a solid substrate ranging from   µm [2] to mm [3]. In the late 1970’s, 
a clad was achieved by preplacing  a layer of ceramic powders on a metallic substrate 
and melting these preplaced powders by using  a laser heat source [1]. Almost a 
decade later in 1980, W. M. Steen and V. Weerasinghe introduced another process 
where powders are conveyed through a nozzle to the surface of substrate [1,4]. 
Concurrently, this process received an attention from the turbine manufacturing 
industry, where they started using it for hard-facing of turbine blade. Since then, the 
LC process is being used in various material processing industries for coatings [5], 
repairing [6], rapid prototyping [7] and making complex shapes.  
In the LC process, the feeding of cladding materials can be performed using different 
methods. Depending on the ways of feeding, the LC process can be categorised into 
four types: preplaced powder system [8,9], coaxial powder system [10,11], off axis 
powder system [12] and wire feeding system [13,14], as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 (a) 
shows the preplaced powder system. As the name suggest, powders are pre-placed 
on the substrate before applying the laser heat source. In the coaxial powder system, 
powders are delivered along the same axis (co-axially) of the laser beam, as shown in 
Fig. 1 (b). Fig. 1 (c) shows the schematic of off-axis powder system where powders 
are conveyed to the melt pool by a nozzle which is off axis to the laser beam. In the 
wire feeding system, wire is used as cladding material instead of powders, as shown 
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in Fig. 1 (d). The typical size of powders range from 50 to150 m [15,16] and the 
diameter of wire is around 1 mm [13]. 
 
 
 (a) (b) 
 (d)  (c) 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of feeding system (a) preplaced powder system, (b) co-
axial powder system, (c) off-axis powder system and (d) wire feeding system. 
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The coaxial LC process is more robust than other three feeding systems because it 
offers precise feeding rate in any direction. A 3D schematic diagram of a typical coaxial 
LC process is shown in Fig. 2 (a). In this process, a coaxial nozzle consists of powder 
feeder and laser system is moving in Z direction while powders are delivered along 
the Y axis. Coaxial nozzle moves with the laser beam at a certain scanning speed over 
a stationary substrate surface. A micrograph of laser cladded zone ( clad), heat 
affected zone (HAZ) and substrate is shown in Fig. 2 (b) [17]. These three layers can 
be easily distinguished from each other by their texture. 
 
  
Fig. 2 (a) A schematic diagram of the coaxial Laser Cladding process, 
(b) micrograph, presenting deposited clad, HAZ and substrate area 
[17]. 
 (a) 
 (b) 
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The LC process is carried out in three stages: powder flow dynamics, melt pool and 
clad properties. Complex phenomena such as powder flow behaviour, particle 
interactions with nozzle, laser and substrate, heat transfer and melt pool 
characteristics are difficult to understand from only experimental results. Therefore, 
several analytical models [18,19] and numerical simulations have been applied in 
three stages to understand those complex phenomena. To date, several reviews have 
been done on Laser Cladding process focused on experimental work [7,20,21]. 
However, to the knowledge of the authors there is no published work that only focused 
on the review of simulation work of LC process. Therefore, this review focuses on the 
development of the numerical modelling techniques which have been used to 
understand and predict the important features of the process physics and the coupling 
of different models. This review is divided into seven sections. In the first section, an 
overall idea about LC process is given. Section two to four are based on simulations 
that have been applied in three stages (powder flow dynamics, melt pool and clad 
properties). Section two consists of interactions of powder with nozzle, laser and 
substrate, powder flow characteristics, effect of process variables on powder flow and 
model validation. Section three comprises of heat transfer in the melt pool, melt pool 
geometry and shape, flow characteristics of melt pool, and model validation. After that, 
the clad properties include simulations of phase transformation, microstructure, 
hardness and residual stresses, presented in section four. This section also includes 
model validation for the prediction of hardness and residual stresses. Section five 
contains the relevance of laser cladding processes in additive manufacturing in 
relation to the simulation. After that, a future outlook of the LC process has been added 
in section six. Finally, section seven includes the conclusion and future prediction of 
LC process. 
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2. Powder flow dynamics 
Powder flow dynamics is an important feature in the coaxial or the off axis 
powder feeding system as it can predict powder flow characteristics such as 
powder motion, powder flow profile, interactions of powder with laser system 
and thus used in optimization of process parameters. In these feeding systems, 
powders are carried by the drag force of the inert gas. Generally, the turbulent 
flow of carrier gas is considered as a continuum phase and hence solved using 
time averaged Navier-Stokes equations, whereas powders phase being 
dispersed in nature solved using Lagrangian equation [16,22–25].  
The motion of gases were calculated using Eqs. 1-4 of conservation of mass 
[16,23,24] and momentum [16,22,23]. 
𝛁. (𝜌𝐔)  = 0                                                                                                                                (1)   
𝜕 𝜕𝑡⁄ (𝜌𝐔) +  𝛁. (𝜌𝐔𝑈)  = − 𝜕𝑝 𝜕𝑋⁄ + μ𝑙𝛁. (𝛁𝑈) + 𝑓 in X direction                                        (2)                                   
𝜕 𝜕𝑡⁄ (𝜌𝐔) +  𝛁. (𝜌𝐔𝑉)  = − 𝜕𝑝 𝜕𝑌⁄ + μ𝑙𝛁. (𝛁𝑉) + 𝑓 in Y direction                                         (3)                     
𝜕 𝜕𝑡⁄ (𝜌𝐔) +  𝛁. (𝜌𝐔𝑊)  = − 𝜕𝑝 𝜕𝑍⁄ + μ𝑙𝛁. (𝛁𝑊) + 𝑓 in Z direction                                       (4)                           
where 𝜌 is the density of gas, 𝐔 is the instantaneous velocity of gas field, t is 
time, U,V and W are the velocity component at X, Y and Z direction in turbulent 
flow, 𝑝 is the pressure of gas, μ𝑙 is the dynamic viscosity of gas and 𝑓 is the 
external force acting on gas. In this method, gas is assumed as incompressible 
fluid. 
The motion of powder particles is calculated using Eq. 5. 
𝑚𝑝 𝑑𝑣𝑝 𝑑𝑡⁄ =  𝐴𝑝𝐶𝐷𝜌𝑝 2⁄  (𝐔 − 𝑣𝑝)|𝐔 − 𝑣𝑝| + 𝑚𝑝𝑔                                                (5) 
where 𝑚𝑝 the mass of a particle is, 𝑣𝑝 is the velocity of particle, 𝐴𝑝 is the area 
of particle, 𝐶D is the drag coefficient, 𝜌𝑝 is the density of the particle and 𝑔 is 
the gravity force. To solve this equation, powders are assumed as solid, 
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spherical and chemically homogenous. Moreover, the collision between 
particles are ignored. 
Furthermore, if powders while travelling from the nozzle exit to the substrate 
intersect the laser beam path, they absorb heat from the laser heat source. The 
transfer of heat from laser beam to powders is governed by Eq. 6. 
1 3⁄ rpρpCp dT 𝑑𝑡⁄ = 1 4⁄ (Idir + Iref)ηp −  h(T − T∞) −εσ(T
4 − T∞
4 )  −
1 3⁄ a𝜌Lfrp 1 dt ⁄                                                                                                                 (6) 
where rp is the radius of particle, 𝜌𝑝 is the density of the particle, 𝐶p is the 
specific heat of powder, Idir and Iref are the energy coming from laser beam on 
the particle and reflected from substrate respectively, ηp is the absorption 
coefficient of particle, h is the heat convection coefficient, T is the temperature 
of particle, T∞ is the temperature of the surrounding gas, ε is the particle 
emissivity and Lf is the latent heat of fusion. Here, the temperature gradient 
within particles are negligible as the biot number is less than 0.001. These 
equations are generally solved by computational fluid dynamic (CFD) technique 
using commercial software packages like CFD-ACE, CFD fluent and ANSYS 
fluent.
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2.1 Modelling of powder flow characteristics 
The characteristics of the powder flow is affected by interactions of powders with 
nozzle, laser irradiance and substrate. Therefore, based on these interactions, the 
simulation of entire powder flow is carried out in three distinct zones namely powder-
nozzle [26,27] powder-laser [16,28–31] and powder-substrate [16], shown by a, b and 
c respectively in Fig. 3.  
 
 
 
2.1.1 Powder-nozzle interaction zone 
In powder-nozzle interaction zone, particles experience a collision with the walls of the 
nozzle as they are dragged by the carrier gas. Depending on the loss of energy of the 
particle on collision, two types of collisions have been described in literature, i.e. elastic 
and inelastic collision [27]. In the elastic collision, there is no energy loss whereas the 
energy loss takes place in the inelastic collision [32].  
Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of several interaction zones along the laser beam to 
substrate. The interactions can be divided into three zones such as (a) powder-
nozzle [34,39], (b) powder-laser [22,39,41,43]and (c) powder-substrate [22]. LFD = 
laser focus distance, SOD = stand of distance, BOE = bounce off effect. 
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Powders coming from the nozzle exit form powder flow stream. Typically, powders 
flow expands at the exit of the nozzle due to gravity and flow of gases which merge 
into a convergence point after a certain distance, and diverge again. Therefore, the 
distribution of powder in the powder flow near the exit point of nozzle and at the 
convergence point is considered to be of annular and Gaussian shape respectively 
[24,25,33,34]. Nevertheless, the flow characteristics depend on nozzle geometry, 
shape and size of powders, environmental pressure and type of carrier gas. Nozzle 
geometry is one of the significant parameters which controls the flow characteristics 
[35,36]. The inward position of middle nozzle converge powders around 5 mm away 
from the nozzle exit whereas the outward position shift the converge point to 8 mm 
[35]. Additionally, the concentration of powder increased up to 50% by using outward 
position of middle nozzle [37]. The difference of nozzle angles also has impact on the 
concentration of powder in the distribution. Zhang et al. investigated the concentration 
of powders for three different nozzle angles. 45, 60 and 75 [38]. The maximum 
concentration of powders at the convergence point was achieved using 60º nozzle 
angle over 45º and 75º nozzle angles [38]. Another parameter is particle size which 
effect on the trajectory of the powders flow. For example, finer powders (less than 10 
µm) were difficult to converge than coarse powders (more than 100 µm) [33], because 
the trajectory of finer particles easily shifted by gas flow than heavy particles. 
Moreover, the concentration of particle in the powder stream was lower in case of 
larger particle due to higher gravity force. Another study by Smurov et al. showed that 
the trajectory of coarse particle was more dispersed than finer particles due to the 
collision with the nozzle [27]. 
The shape of powders is considered spherical in most simulations but the non-
spherical powders can alter the results of powder concentration in the distribution [37]. 
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The results of simulation with non-spherical particles matched well with the 
experimental results whereas spherical powder overestimated the peak concentration 
value in powder flow [24,34].  
The velocity of powders is affected by density and compressibility of carrier gas [38]. 
For example, the use of helium increased the velocity of powders over the argon due 
to its lower density and higher compressibility [38].  
2.1.2 Powder-laser interaction zone 
In powder-laser interaction zone, due to the interaction between particle and laser 
beam, the laser energy gets attenuated by reflection, absorption, radiation and beam 
scattering. In literature, several models based on ray tracing procedure [29], shadow 
model [39], resolution model [40] and light propulsion force model [41,42] are reported 
to predict the attenuation of laser energy.  Total heat transfer phenomena consists of 
energy absorption of particles from laser heat source, heat conduction in the powder 
and heat dissipation to the environment from the particle by convection and radiation. 
The internal conduction in powders is taken based on biot number [41–44]. Recently,  
liquid fraction evolution during the phase change under the laser irradiation has been 
considered [45]. The absorbed laser power increases temperature in the powder flow 
distribution which adds additional thermal energy to the melt pool. The energy balance 
equation for the temperature distribution of particle is given in Eq 6. The temperature 
distribution of powder flow is highly dependent on laser power [31] and the distance 
between the nozzle exit and the focal point of lens (marked as LFD in Fig. 3) [44]. The 
peak temperature of powders increased with increasing laser power. However, for very 
high laser power, particles tends to vaporise, thus causing approximately 25% 
reduction in powder mass [31]. LFD is one of the controlling factors of laser power 
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absorption. Therefore, by optimization of LFD, homogenous temperature in the 
distribution can be achieved which increases the deposition efficiency [44]. 
2.1.3 Powder-substrate interaction zone 
In  the early stage of the simulation, the substrate was not considered in the simulation 
of powder flow [23]. The consideration of the position of substrate affects the powder 
flow characteristics. The distance between the position of the top surface of the 
substrate and the exit of the nozzle is called the stand-off distance (SOD) as shown in 
Fig. 3. Therefore, SOD has a significant effect in the interaction of powder and 
substrate [35]. For example, to produce high quality clad, the convergence point of 
powders should be equal to SOD [35]. Ibarra-Medina et al. showed that the higher 
concentration was obtained due to bounce off of particles from the substrate when the 
substrate was positioned near the nozzle exits [16]. The chronological development of 
the models in powder flow dynamics, their focus, model type, used software, 
clad/powder materials and assumptions have been summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: The chronological development of numerical models on powder flow dynamics  for co-axial powder type. 
Ref. Focus of the work Model 
type 
Software 
used 
Material (clad or 
substrate) / 
Size (µm) / shape 
Shortcoming in the model 
Lin et al. 
[23] 2000 
Simulated powder flow structure by 
varying arrangement of nozzle exit 
2D CFD 
FLUENT 
Stainless steel / 
45-105 / spherical 
The collision among particles, the 
interaction of particles with nozzle 
wall and laser beam were ignored. 
Pan et al. 
[37]  
2005 
Developed a numerical model of 
metallic powder flow with non-
spherical powder considering 
interaction of powders with nozzle 
wall 
3D Not 
mentioned 
Iron / 100 / non-
spherical 
No carrier gas was considered in 
the powder flow. 
Zekovic et 
al. [22]  
2007 
Simulated a gas-powder flow using 
radially symmetrical nozzle 
3D FLUENT H13 tool steel / 
45-180 / spherical 
The collision of particles and the 
interaction of particles with laser 
beam was ignored. 
Wen et al. 
[24]  
2009 
Predicted a powder flow in and 
after the nozzle considering 
various particle morphology and 
size 
3D CFD 
FLUENT 
Stellite 6 / 45-180 
/ non-spherical 
Particles collision and laser 
attenuation were not considered. 
Tabernero 
et al. [33]  
2010 
Developed a general model for any 
kind of material considering 
powder feed rate and powder size 
3D CFD 
FLUENT 
Stainless steel / 
45-150 
Inconel / 40-110 / 
spherical in both 
case 
The interaction of powder with 
nozzle wall, laser beam and 
substrate are not considered. 
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Ibarra- 
Medina et 
al. [16] 
2011 
Developed a numerical model of 
powder flow considering interaction 
of powder with laser beam and 
substrate 
3D CFD-
ACE+ 
Stainless steel / 
53-150 / spherical 
The collision of powder with nozzle 
wall was ignored. The carrier gas 
velocity, different kind of carrier gas 
and material effect were ignored. 
Nie et al. 
[46]  
2014 
Predicted powder flow distribution 
considering various particle size 
3D ANSYS 
FLUENT 
Inconel 718 / 50-
200 / spherical 
Model ignored the presence of 
substrate and energy loss due to 
interaction with wall. 
Zhang et al. 
[38] 
2016 
Developed a powder flow to 
investigate environmental pressure 
,vacuum effect and different carrier 
gas effect on the powder flow 
distribution 
3D ANSYS Titanium / 50 / 
non-spherical 
All kinds of interactions were 
ignored. 
Kovalev et 
al. [32] 
2017 
Predicted a powder flow 
considering inelastic collision of 
particle with the nozzle wall for 
different substrate position  
3D FLUENT Steel / 60 / 
spherical 
The nozzle design, carrier gas 
parameters and collision between 
particles are ignored. 
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2.2 Experimental validation 
 
In literature, predicted powder flow characteristics such as the maximum concentration 
of powders, the position of maximum concentration, the shape of powder flow from 
nozzle exit to substrate and velocity of powders have been validated experimentally 
using image capturing techniques.  
The maximum concentration of powder in the flow was predicted considering non-
spherical particle collision and nozzle wall roughness for various nozzle geometry such 
as inward middle nozzle, outward middle nozzle [37]. In experiment, light was used to 
illuminate powder particles at the vertical cross section of the powder flow and images 
were captured using a high speed camera. Then, object detection process was used 
to extract powders concentration from the captured images. Maximum 20% mismatch 
was observed between experimental and simulated results for outward middle nozzle. 
This mismatch was attributed to the difficulty in distinguishing the individual particle by 
image processing method, especially in the concentrated region where particles tend 
to overlap with their neighbour. 
Zekovic et al. experimentally verified the position of maximum powder concentration 
[22]. The cylindrical pattern of the maximum powder concentration along the vertical 
axis in the SOD range was found from simulated results.  Experimentally, powder 
concentration was determined by measuring the intensity of scattered light using a 
charged couple device (CCD) sensor. The measured result showed same range as 
obtained in simulation. CCD sensor was also used to measure  powder distribution at 
different plane [33]. The experimental results showed an annular shape at the nozzle 
exit and Gaussian shape near the powder flow convergence plane which 
corresponded with simulation [33].  
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Balu et al. developed a model to predict the velocity of three different particles (NT-
20, NT-80, and WC) at the nozzle exit and validated their simulated results 
experimentally [47]. A high speed CCD camera was used to measure the position of 
particle with time in the powder stream which was illuminated by a green laser of 532 
nm wavelength. The simulated velocity of NT-20, NT-80, and WC was 8.98 m/s, 7.69 
m/s and 7.19 m/s respectively whereas the measured velocity was 10.1 m/s, 8.48 m/s 
and 6.87 m/s respectively. In case of WC powder, the simulated velocity was higher 
than the measured value while other two cases showed opposite trend. However, the 
differences between the simulated and experimental results in all three cases were 
consistent. 
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3. Melt pool 
Similar to the simulation of powder flow analysis, as discussed in previous section, the 
melt pool constitutes another discrete part of the entire process. It focuses on heat 
transfer [34,48–50], melt pool geometry, melt pool shape [51–54] and fluid flow velocity 
[24,34,48,50,55–57]. In order to predict these dynamic phenomena numerically, level 
set method [24,50,55,58,59], volume of fluid method [12,48,51,52,56,60–62], finite 
element method [10,63–68] and finite difference method [31] have been adopted in 
various commercial multi-physics platforms such as ANSYS, FLUENT, ANSYS-CFD, 
ABAQUS and COMSOL. This section gives the overview of development in simulation 
to predict aforementioned parameters of melt pool and experimental validation 
techniques. 
 
3.1 Heat transfer in melt pool 
The first step in simulating temperature distribution in melt pool is to define the laser 
heat source which can be generally categorised in two types: pulse or continuous.  
The equations applied in simulation for pulse [66] and continuous [17,69] laser heat 
source as surface heat flux are defined in Eqs. 7-8.  
𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒, 𝑄(𝑋,𝑌) = 𝑃 𝜏𝑡𝜋𝑅
2⁄ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−2𝑟
2 𝑅2⁄ )                                                                                  (7) 
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠, 𝑄(𝑋,𝑌) = 𝜂𝑃 𝜋𝑅
2⁄ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−2𝑟
2 R2⁄ )                                                                              (8) 
where 𝑄 is the laser heat source, 𝑃 is the laser power, 𝜏𝑡 is the pulse duration, 𝑅 is the 
radius of laser beam, η is the absorptivity of laser power and r is the radial distance 
from the centre of laser heat source. 
In simulation, laser heat source was similarly applied as volumetric heat source [63] 
what is expressed in Eq. 9. 
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𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠, 𝑄(𝑋,𝑌,𝑍) = 6𝜂𝛲 𝜋√𝜋𝑅
3⁄  𝑒𝑥𝑝(−3𝑟
2 𝑅2⁄ )                                                                            
(9) 
where 𝑄 is the laser heat source, 𝑃 is the laser power, 𝑅 is the radius of laser beam, 
η is the absorptivity of laser power and r is the radial distance from the centre of laser 
heat source. 
In literature, predominantly the Gaussian heat source [35,63,65,70–75] is used. 
However, Tseng et al. developed another heat source named tailor heat source 
considering the physical characteristics of laser source such as beam diameter, wave 
length, mode and focusing length [76]. The application of tailor heat source induced 
high intensive energy which produced high temperature in clad and substrate. The 
transient temperature distribution was predicted using conduction while convection 
and radiation were applied as boundary conditions. The conduction equation of laser 
heat source of this process can be seen in Eq.10. 
𝜕(𝜌𝐶𝑃 𝑇) 𝜕𝑡⁄ +  𝜵. (𝜌𝐶𝑃 𝒖𝑇) =  𝜵. (𝑘𝜵𝑇) + 𝑄𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟                                                        (10) 
where 𝜌 is the density of gas, 𝐶𝑃 is the specific heat capacity, 𝒖 is the velocity of laser 
head, 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity, ∂T is the particle temperature variation in the time 
∂t and Qlaser is the heat flux from laser heat source. 
Heat transfer simulations are mainly done in preplaced and coaxial powder system. 
The temperature distribution in both cases depends on laser heat source 
characteristics such as laser power, scanning speed, beam diameter, heat source 
mode and focusing point of beam. The additional investigated process parameters are 
powder bed thickness and feed rate for preplaced and coaxial powder system 
respectively.  
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In preplaced powder process, heat source was directly applied on the surface of 
preplaced powder [65]. Guo et al. studied the effect of laser power for proper melting 
of cladding material and certain portion of the substrate [64]. According to authors, 
below 240 W laser power, the clad could not form due to the lack of fusion whereas 
above 530 W laser power, material vaporized leading to poor clad quality. Moreover, 
laser power also controls dilution rate in the system. The dilution was increased from 
6.25% at 2500 W to 33.75% at 3000 W which is detrimental for the clad [74]. The 
desirable dilution is around 3-8%. Another model showed that the effect of heat source 
on the peak temperature. The predicted peak temperature for TEM00 Gaussian mode, 
a TEM01 single mode and a tailored TEMmixed multi-mode were 7115ºC, 3108ºC and 
2191ºC respectively due to the different concentration of energy in the heat distribution 
[76]. The effect of powder bed thickness on the melt pool area was studied. It was 
observed that with increasing thickness of powder bed, area of melt pool increased 
while height decreased [77]. 
In the coaxial powder system, powder flows along the same axis of the laser heat 
source. Therefore, models for the coaxial feeding system use birth and kill technique 
to deposit clads. In birth and kill technique, elements must be killed in the clad area 
before applying any heat source and then deactivated elements remained in the 
process with near zero conductivity. When the heat source was applied on a specified 
location of the surface, the killed elements on that position in the clad area were 
activated. Using this technique, Hao et al. developed a finite element model (FEM) to 
simulate the temperature distribution [63]. This model was capable to predict 
temperature distribution with varying laser power, laser scanning speed and powder 
feed rate. Another study showed that increment of laser power (500 W) increased the 
temperature by 249ºC [78]. Farahmand et al. reported a model to calculate cooling 
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rate varying the preheating temperature of the substrate [79]. Though, the peak 
temperature was increased with increasing the preheating temperature of the 
substrate, more stable melt pool was obtained because of slower thermal gradient. 
The addition of clad layer also increased the peak temperature of melt pool [17,54,80]. 
The same phenomenon was observed for the deposition of overlapped clad [48] and 
double track deposition [81]. All the models mentioned above did not consider the 
effect of fluid flow, interaction of powders and substrate on the melt pool temperature.  
3.2 Melt pool geometry and shape 
The melt pool geometry and shape were predicted from temperature distribution profile 
and analytical functions of melt pool shape respectively. The typically used functions 
in literature are elliptical cylinder function [79,80], circular arc [82] and parabolic shape 
function [54] which calculate the melt pool boundary. The parameters that influence 
the geometry and shape of the melt pool are laser-powder interaction time, laser 
power, powder catchment efficiency, powder feed rate and laser scanning speed. The 
melt pool width and depth were found to increase with increasing the interaction time 
with laser beam [48,53,54] and laser power [10,13,48,49,53,54]. On the other hand, 
the resulted clad height was relatively constant with increasing the laser power [48,83]. 
Partes et al. [15] and Ya et al. [54] predicted the melt pool geometry by taking into 
account of laser power and powder catchment efficiency. Moreover, the increment of 
powder catchment efficiency changed the heat conduction process which altered the 
shape of the melt pool [84]. Both height and width increased with increasing feed rate 
in the process [10,13,55,56] while an opposite phenomenon was observed with 
increasing the laser scanning speed [10,55,60,85]. More importantly, the roughness 
of the melt pool surface also depends on process parameters. It was reported that the 
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lower laser power, lower scan speed, lower temperature of particle and substrate 
produced a smoother clad surface [60].  
3.3 Fluid flow in melt pool  
Marangoni force, the injected powders force and angle of melt pool surface determine 
the pattern and direction of molten fluid [34,48,55]. Surface tension between molten 
fluid and air is the origin of Marangoni force [57,86]. This Marangoni force transports 
the molten fluid from the laser centre point to the periphery of the melt pool, and 
consequently, form vortex in the melt pool [34,52,55]. Subsequently, the velocity of 
fluid decreased when molten fluid enter to the mushy zone due to the lower mobility 
of atom [34]. The addition of injected powder force with Marangoni force in coaxial 
powder feeding system increased the number of vortex, decreased the size of melt 
pool and changed the direction of fluid flow from the periphery to inward direction 
[51,55,56]. Since the fluid flow turned to inward direction from the surface, facilitated 
the transportation of the higher energy fluid to the bottom of the melt pool and 
increased melt pool depth. The fluid flow behaviour became more complicated during 
the deposition of multi-layer clad [48,58,61]. In this process, as cladding material was 
deposited on the top of the deposited clad, the angle between surface and clad was 
decreased. Lee et al. reported that with increasing the number of layers, the angle 
decreased at the top surface resulting lower velocity at the top layer melt pool [48]. 
The reported surface velocity decreased from 8.59 cm/s at first layer to 5.05 cm/s at 
third layer. The liquid flow is considered as incompressible Newtonian with laminar 
flow [52]. The governing equations of conservation of mass and momentum to solve 
the fluid flow in melt pool are given in Eqs. 11-14 . 
𝜕 𝜕𝑡⁄ (𝜌)  +  𝛁. (𝜌𝐕) = 0                                                                                                                          (11) 
𝜕 𝜕𝑡⁄ (𝜌𝑢)  +  𝛁. (𝜌𝐕𝑢) = 𝛁. (μ𝑙 (𝜌 𝜌𝑙⁄ )𝛁𝑢) − 𝜕𝑝 𝜕𝑋⁄ − (μ𝑙 𝑁⁄ )(𝜌 𝜌𝑙⁄ )(𝑢 − 𝑢𝑠) + 𝑆𝑥 in X direction  
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                                                                                                                            (12) 
𝜕 𝜕𝑡⁄ (𝜌𝑣)  +  𝛁. (𝜌𝐕𝑣) = 𝛁. (μ𝑙 (𝜌 𝜌𝑙⁄ )𝛁v) − 𝜕𝑝 𝜕𝑌⁄  − (μ𝑙 𝑁⁄ )(𝜌 𝜌𝑙⁄ )(𝑣 − 𝑣𝑠) + 𝜌𝑔 + 𝑆𝑦 in Y 
direction                                                                                                               (13) 
𝜕 𝜕𝑡⁄ (𝜌𝑤) +  𝛁. (𝜌𝐕𝑤) = 𝛁. (μ𝑙 (𝜌 𝜌𝑙⁄ )𝛁𝑤) − 𝜕𝑝 𝜕𝑍⁄  − (μ𝑙 𝑁⁄ )(𝜌 𝜌𝑙⁄ )(𝑤 − 𝑤𝑠) + 𝑆𝑧 in Z direction          
(14) 
 
where 𝜌𝑙 is the density of liquid material, 𝐕 is the velocity vector of liquid material, 𝑢, 𝑣 
and w are velocity component of liquid material in X, Y and Z, 𝑢𝑠 and 𝑤𝑠 are the 
tangential velocity at free surface, 𝑣𝑠 is the normal velocity at the free surface, 𝑔 is the 
gravity force, 𝑆𝑥, 𝑆𝑦 and 𝑆𝑧 are the source of momentum per unit volume per unit time 
in X, Y and Z direction. In this method, fluid in melt pool was considered as 
compressible. Materials were assumed chemically homogenous and powders were 
assumed moltenat the time it entered in the molten pool. Additionally, laser beam was 
assumed to be a Gaussian distribution. 
The progress of simulation of thermal models to date have been summarized in Table 
2. The contents of this table are the focus of work, applied methodology, materials 
used as clad and substrate. 
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Table 2. Chronological development of thermal model in melt pool 
Ref. Focus of work (method) Material Shortcomings in model 
Substrate / 
Clad 
Hoadley et al. [69]1992 Developed a thermal model to determine the 
temperature distribution considering the effect of 
laser power and laser scanning speed (in house 
coding) 
Mild steel / 
cobalt based 
alloy 
 
This model was restricted to two dimension.  
Guo et al. [64] 
2003 
Simulated temperature profile considering the 
contact resistance between powder bed and the 
substrate (FEM) 
ZM51 
magnesium alloy 
/ Al-12%Si alloy 
The thermal properties of materials were considered 
constant even at high temperature. 
Palumbo et al. [87] 
2004 
Predicted the temperature distribution in ring 
geometry (FEM) 
Aluminium / 
copper alloy 
A gap elements were added at the interface of the clad 
and substrate to adjust the dilution. 
Choi et al. [56] 
2005 
Developed a 2D thermal model considering  
solidification, melting and evaporation 
phenomena of materials 
Mild steel / H13 
tool steel 
Material properties were temperature independent. 
Lei et al. [74] 
2010 
Developed temperature distribution of composite 
material (FEM) 
Ti6Al4V / TiC-
NiCrBSiC 
The effect of latent heat, convection of liquid metal and 
temperature dependent composite material properties 
were ignored. 
Holfman et al. [12] 
2011 
Developed a thermal model to predict the 
geometry of melt pool 
Stellite 12 / mild 
steel 
The melt pool flow was not considered. 
Cheikh et al. [73] 
2012 
Developed a thermal model to predict the clad 
geometry (FEM) 
Low carbon steel 
/ 316L stainless 
steel 
Material properties were accounted using Heaviside 
function.  
Tseng et al. [76] 
2013 
Predicted the transient temperature distribution 
using a tailor heat source can be applied to other 
laser materials process simulation (FEM) 
Medium carbon 
Steel S45C / 
cobalt based 
stellite 6 
The fluid flow effect on the temperature distribution 
was not accounted. 
Hao et al. [63] 
2013 
Simulated the temperature distribution using an 
inverse modelling approach (FEM) 
Ti6Al4V / 
Ti6Al4V 
The chemical reaction and fluid flow effect on the 
temperature distribution was not accounted. 
Farahmand et al. [80] 
2013 
Developed a thermal model using top-hat power 
distribution (FEM) to predict temperature 
distribution 
Mild-steel / AISI 
H13 powder 
The chemical reaction between the materials was 
ignored. 
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Raju et al. [88] 
2014 
Predicted the temperature distribution varying 
laser scanning speed (FEM) 
Nickel super 
alloy / Nickel 
super alloy 
Phase transformation, latent heat of fusion and 
vaporization were not considered. 
Nie et al. [46] 
2015 
Predicted the transient temperature distribution to 
calculate thermal cycles (FEM) 
Inconel 718 / 
Inconel 718 
The effect of convection of liquid metal was not 
considered in the thermal model. 
Ya et al. [54]  
2016 
Developed a thermal model distribution taking 
into account of powder stream density and 
powder efficiency to predict the clad geometry 
(FEM) 
DIN steel / 
Stellite 6  
The clad geometry was calculated by the function of 
parabolic shape. The laser power should be reduced 
gradually to maintain the substrate temperature which 
was not considered. 
Lee et al. [89] 
2016 
Predicted the temperature distribution for single 
and multi-layer clad (VOF) 
IN718 / IN718 The peak temperature was restricted to liquidus 
temperature. Temperature dependent material 
properties was not used. 
Masoomi et al. [90] 
2017 
Developed a thermal model using multi-laser 
system (FEM) 
Ti6Al4V / 
Ti6Al4V 
The wetting behaviour of liquid and solid, solid phase 
nucleation and pore generation were not accounted. 
Nazemi at al. [91] 
(2018) 
Used imposed thermal cycle (ITC) method to  
predict the  temperature distribution. 
AISI 1918 / P420 
stainless steel 
The fluid flow effect on the temperature distribution 
was not accounted. 
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3.4 Experimental validation 
The simulations found in literature related to the melt pool dynamics mainly focused 
on the prediction of velocity of fluid flow, temperature distribution and dimension of 
melt pool. Out of these parameters, the measurement of the velocity of fluid flow in the 
melt pool is difficult due to its quick solidification process. The temperature distribution 
of the melt pool has been measured using pyrometers, thermocouple and 
micrographs. Pyrometers are used to measure the peak temperature and the 
temperature gradient on the surface from the thermal radiation of a heated object 
[92,93]. Kohler et al. used pyrometers to validate the simulated peak temperature [93]. 
In comparison to the predicted peak temperature (2424°C), the experimental result 
saturated at 1900°C due to the calibration limit of pyrometer. Another process to 
measure temperature distribution is using thermocouple. A type-K thermocouple, 
located 3 mm below the surface of substrate was used to record the transient 
temperature [94]. The results from experiments agreed well with the predicted results. 
Lei et al. validated the predicted temperature distribution from the SEM micrograph for 
the deposition of TiC/NiCrBSiC clad on Ti6Al4V substrate [74]. In this paper, based on 
the predicted temperature, authors divided the molten pool region in two separate 
areas called TiC melting area and TiC partially melting area. In TiC melting area, as 
the name suggests, the simulated temperature range (3140°C to 4200°C) was higher 
than the melting temperature (3140°C) of TiC. In TiC partially melting area, the 
predicted temperature range (from 1668°C to 3140°C) was above the melting 
temperature (1668°C) of NiCrBSi and below the melting temperature (3140°C) of TiC. 
Therefore, in TiC partially melting area, NiCrBSi was melted but the TiC was partially 
dissolved. The cross section morphology of a single clad track in the SEM micrograph 
showed precipitated TiC particles and dendrites in TiC melting section and 
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undissolved TiC particles in TiC was partially dissolved section. The observation of 
microstructure confirmed the temperature distribution obtained from simulation.  
In order to validate the shape of the melt pool, micrographs of clad had been used. Y. 
Lei et al. validated the predicted depth of melt pool (0.76 mm) with the micrograph of 
the clad which showed 0.8 mm depth of melt pool [74]. In another work, Hofman et. Al  
used CCD camera and image processing technique to capture the real time dimension 
of the melt pool [12]. The simulated width and length were 2.77 mm and 3.92 mm 
respectively while the measured width and length were 2.98 mm and 3.96 mm. 
Simulation and experimental results showed good agreement.
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4. Clad properties 
This section reviews the simulation to predict properties of clad such as phase 
transformation, microstructure, hardness, residual stresses, and finally the 
experimental procedures to validate the simulation results.  
4.1 Modelling clad properties 
The simulation of clad properties are performed in conjunction with thermal model. In 
literature, two types of phase transformations are mentioned: diffusional phase 
transformations and diffusionless phase transformations [95]. In case of diffusional 
phase transformations, Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation was used while diffusionless 
phase transformations is coded with Koinstinen-Marburguer equation [95]. Both of the 
equations are used for the non-isothermal phase transformation. Johnson-Mehl-
Avrami equation is defined as in Eq 15. 
𝑓′ = 1 − exp(−𝑚𝑡𝑛)                                                                                                 (15) 
where 𝑓′is the volume fraction of the new phase, 𝑚  is a coefficient dependent on the 
temperature, composition of parent phase, and grain size 𝑡 is the isothermal time 
duration and 𝑛 is a coefficient dependent on the type of phase transformation and 
grain growth. 
The expression of Koinstinen-Marburguer equation is given in Eq 16. 
𝑓′′ = 1 − exp(−𝑐(𝑀𝑠 −  𝑇𝛽))                                                                                  (16) 
where 𝑓′′ is the instantaneous volume fraction of the new phase, the value of 𝑐 is  
0.003, 𝑀𝑠 is the martensitic transformation temperature and 𝑇𝛽 is the beta transus 
temperature. 
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For non-isothermal phase transformation, Johnson–Mehl–Avrami–Kolmogorov 
equation was used to predict the fraction of crystallized volume [96], expressed as 
𝑓′′′(𝑇(𝑡)) = 1 − exp {− (∫ 𝐾 (𝑇(𝑡))
𝑡𝑒
𝑡𝑜
𝑑𝑡)
𝑒
}                                                                                  (17) 
where 𝑓′′′ is the volume fraction of the new phase for non-isothermal phase 
transformation, 𝑡𝑜 and 𝑡𝑒 are initial and end time of phase transformation, 𝐾 is the 
temperature dependent crystallization rate, 𝑡 is the phase transformation time duration 
and 𝑒 is the the dimensionality of growth of phases. 
The solidification of dendritic microstructure has been simulated based on Kurz-Fisher 
and Trivedi theory [97]. It was shown that the rate of solidification increased with 
increasing cooling rates till it reached the critical value. Beyond the critical value of the 
cooling rate, the growth of nuclei hindered due to the inability of atom to diffuse. 
Therefore, the growth of nuclei become slower even at higher cooling rate [97]. In 
another work, the effect of process variables on the cooling rate was studied [98]. For 
example, with increasing the laser scanning speed, cooling rate decreased. Aditinnaly, 
It was  observed that lower  cooling rate produced smoother  clad surface [59].  
Hardness of clad  can be predicted by coupling Thermo-kinetic relation with the 
thermal model [99,100]. In this  model, the volume fraction of phases after thermal 
treatment and the hardness of each phases are required. The volume fractions of 
phases are calculated from the phase diagram, the cooling temperature from the 
thermal model and hardness of each phases are taken from the literature to calculate 
the hardness of total volume. The estimation of hardness through nanoindentation 
process was reported by Gu et al. [101]. They developed a FEM model of 
nanoindetation on particle to produce load vs displacement graph. From this graph, 
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depth of penetration was calculated, which is related with contact area of indenter. 
Finally, hardness was predicted from the applied load and the contact area.  
In laser deposition process, residual stresses are generated in the deposited parts 
which causes the formation of crack and distortion. Therefore, prediction of residual 
stresses is an important area in simulation of the Laser Cladding process. Most of the 
simulations of predicting residual stresses in clad and substrate have been performed 
using finite element method [80,102–105]. In the early stage of simulation,  elastic 
strain, plastic strain and thermal strain were considered to calculate  residual stresses 
[17,103,106]. Later, phase transformation and volumetric strain increment were added 
in the calculation of residual stresses for more accurate analysis [80,107]. The 
governing equation to predict total strain, by assuming that there is no stress in the 
substrate before applying laser heat source is given eq.18. 
ε = εth +  εel + εpl + ε∇V + εTrp                                                                                                 (18)  
where, εel, εpl, εth, ε∇V and εTrp are elastic, plastic, thermal, volumetric and phase 
transformation strain respectively. 
Strain is dependent on materials properties such as Young’s modulus, Poisson ratio, 
yield strength and tensile strength. Few research groups used temperature 
independent material properties [106,108,109] while others used temperature 
dependent material properties for more accurate results [80,102,110].  
In literature, residual stresses in normal direction and von Mises stresses have been 
predicted in single track, multi-tracks and overlapped clads. Mainly, tensile residual 
stresses were found in the clad area and small part of the substrate from the interface 
in single clad [102,106,111]. This tensile stress was balanced with the compressive 
stress inside the substrate. For practical applications, multi-tracks and overlapped 
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clads were deposited to observe the change of residual stresses [17,80,112]. In the 
multi-tracks deposition, maximum tensile stresses were located at the last track due 
to high cooling rate while it was reduced in previously formed track due to the 
relaxation of heat treatment [17,80]. In case of overlapped clad, the resistance of 
formation of cracks increased as the surface of previously formed clad got melted and 
deceased the tensile residual stresses [112].  
The detrimental tensile residual stresses reduce the fatigue strength of the mechanical 
components by introducing cracks. Chew et al. have developed a model to predict 
fatigue life based on crack closure model [113]. This model estimated the fatigue life 
of the clad having multiple surface cracks.
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4.2 Experimental validation 
The predicted clad properties such as hardness and residual stresses have been 
experimentally validated. Hardness is usually measured using digital micro-hardness 
tester and nanoindenter whereas X-ray diffraction (XRD) is mainly used for residual 
stress measurement. 
The simulated hardness was validated from the measurement of the digital micro-
hardness tester (CLARK-700 AT) [100]. It calculated the Vickers hardness 
automatically from the diagonal length of indentation. The measured hardness showed 
a similar trend with the predicted hardness in the clad (from 671 HV to 649 HV) and 
the dilution zone (649 HV to 615 HV). In another study, the predicted hardness was 
validated from the results of a nanoindenter test [101]. This device, equipped with 
AFM, was used to measure the load and the displacement towards the indenter and 
into H13–TiC composite coatings. The hardness was calculated from the contact area 
and applied load. The measured and predicted hardness of TiC particle in the coating 
were 30 ± 5 GPa and 38.2 ± 3.7 GPa respectively. The hardness of H13 matrix was 
same around 9 ± 2 GPa for both simulation and experiment. 
In literature, the predicted residual stress has been predominantly validated using XRD 
[106,114]. In this method, the residual stress were calculated from a diffraction pattern 
and strain vs Sin2ψ graph. The calculated stress from XRD at the clad top, at the 
interface and in the substrate were -300 MPa (compressive), 250 MPa (tensile) and -
330 MPa (compressive) respectively. In comparison, the simulated stress at the clad 
top, at the interface and in the substrate were -290 MPa (compressive), 470 MPa 
(tensile) and -105 MPa respectively (compressive) [106]. The higher compressive 
stress at the interface, lower tensile stresses in the substrate and higher compressive 
stress on the clad surface were obtained in the XRD results. The reason of the 
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deviation could be attributed on two factors: (a) XRD provides an average value; (b) 
multiple clads were deposited on the same substrate.
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5. The relevance of laser cladding processes in additive 
manufacturing  
Additive manufacturing is a process of adding metal/ceramic/polymer materials layer 
by layer to produce three dimensional object. American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) classified this process into seven categories such as binder jetting, 
material extrusion, material jetting, sheet lamination, vat photopolymerization, powder 
bed fusion and direct energy deposition based on materials and machine technology 
[115,116]. The categories of additive manufacturing technology is shown in Fig. 4. 
 
 
In binder jetting, a thin layer of powder bed (polymer/metal/ceramic) is formed on the 
build platform [117]. Then a liquid binding agent is applied onto selected areas to 
create the bond between particles in that area. After finishing the first layer, build 
platform goes down to a defined height. After that, second layer of powders is spread 
on the build platform and binding agent is applied to create bond among particles. 
These steps keep repeated until the final/green part is achieved. Then the green part 
is separated from the loose powders followed by curing, debinding and sintering. In 
Additive Manufacturing 
 
Binder 
jetting 
Material 
extrusion 
Material 
jetting 
Sheet 
lamination 
Vat 
photopolymerization 
Direct energy 
deposition 
Powder bed 
fusion 
Laser engineering net 
shape/ Laser Cladding 
Electron beam additive 
manufacturing 
Multi jet 
fusion 
Electron 
beam melting 
Selective laser 
sintering/melting 
Fig. 4 The categories of additive manufacturing technology based on materials and 
machine technology[115,116]. 
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material extrusion, molten or viscous materials (thermoplastic polymers, particulate 
composites, highly-filled polymers (HP) with metals or ceramics) are extruded through 
a nozzle/orifice to deposit stacked layers and subsequently a three-dimensional 
structure [118]. In material jetting technique, the droplets of liquid photosensitive 
material (photopolymer) are selectively deposited and solidified under ultraviolet (UV) 
light in successive layers [119]. In vat photopolymerization, a slurry is prepared by 
mixing powder materials (metal/ceramic) and photopolymer resin [120]. Then slurry is 
fed into the vat and the build plate is mounted in the vat. Next, a UV light is used to 
harden the slurry on the build plate selectively. After finishing first layer, build plate 
goes down to a defined height. These steps keep repeated until the final/green part is 
attained. Then excess slurry is removed and the green part is separated from the build 
part followed by debinding and sintering. In sheet lamination process, metal/composite 
sheet is placed on the cutting bed. A laser source is used to cut the material in a 
desired shape [121]. Then bonding between sheets is done by tape bonding/adhesive 
bonding/ tagging based on component and applications. Finally, trimming of the 
product is done if required. In powder bed fusion process, a thin layer of powder bed 
is formed on the build platform [122]. Then a focused thermal energy (laser/electron 
beam) is applied onto selected areas to sinter or melt/fuse powders. After that, second 
layer of powders is spread on the build platform and focused thermal energy is applied 
to create bond among particles. These steps keep repeated until the final component 
is achieved. Finally, loose powders are removed during post processing (machining, 
heat treatment). In direct energy deposition process, a focused thermal energy 
(laser/electron beam) is applied to melt the desired powder/wire material 
(metal/ceramics) which is conveyed by a nozzle and, finally deposits on an existing 
component for repair, coating, near net shape applications [123]. Similarly, Laser 
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Cladding process use focused laser heat source to melt powder/wire cladding material 
which is deposited in the melt pool of substrate material. Both processes have similar 
process steps such as transportation of powder (clad materials) through nozzle, 
melting powder particles using focused laser heat source and, finally depositing molten 
clad materials on the exiting substrate/component. Therefore, Laser Cladding is a 
significant relevance to laser additive manufacturing.  
In Laser Cladding process, several empirical-statistical, analytical and numerical 
models have been done. These models are mainly used to predict geometries of clad, 
properties of clad, powder flow history and thermal profile, which can be applied in 
direct energy deposition process of additive manufacturing. The used method, process 
parameters and outcome of these models have been given in Fig. 5.
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Additive Manufacturing 
 
Empirical-Statistical 
modelling 
 
Method 
(RSM), (ANOVA) and (MRA)  
Process parameters 
Laser power, scanning speed, powder feed  
Modelling outcome 
Clad height and width, 
melt pool depth [3,130] 
Analytical modelling 
 
Method Process parameters Modelling outcome 
Lambert-Beer theorem, Mie’s theory, 
and heat equilibrium principle 
Mass of powder, material 
properties, powder velocity 
Powder stream shape [19], laser power attenuation 
[71,131], temperature distribution [71], residual stress [132] 
Numerical modelling 
 
Method Process parameters Modelling outcome 
CFD, FEM, FDM Laser power, scanning speed, 
powder feed rate,  
Clad height and width [54], melt pool depth [63], powder stream 
shape [37] , particle velocity [38], laser power attenuation [39], 
temperature distribution [63], residual stress  distribution [80] 
Fig. 5 Available models of the Laser Cladding process can be applied for additive manufacturing. 
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6. Future outlook 
LC process offers use of a wide range of materials for coating, repairing, tooling, and 
rapid prototyping. Iron based alloy, titanium based alloy, cobalt based alloy, nickel 
based alloy, aluminium alloy, carbide, oxide, and nitride are already being used as 
cladding materials in industries [1]. Currently, bioactive glass is being used for 
biocompatibility of medical components [112]. High entropy alloy is used for oxidation 
and corrosion resistance [124]. Furthermore, deposition of composite coating (ceramic 
embedded metal matrix) is a recent trend to get high hardness and corrosion 
resistance using LC process. Therefore, this process has the capability to use a wide 
range of materials over conventional processes. Though this process has the 
capability to use of a wide range of materials, different material has different flow 
behaviour. Therefore, there is a high requirement to develop material feeding system 
for different type of materials. Additionally, the interaction between materials and laser 
(absorption, reflection and transmission) is a critical issue and not fully understood yet. 
The absorption of materials depends on the material properties and wavelength of 
laser. So, the research on materials properties, it’s flow behaviour and it’s interaction 
with laser will take place an important part in future research work. 
Initially, LC process has been used to deposit cladding materials in millimetre level for 
coating or repairing in a single go. Recently, deposition of nano level coating 
(especially for particulate reinforced metal matrix composites) from nano sized powder 
is more prioritised as it provides outstanding ductility and fracture toughness compare 
to conventional micro-particulate reinforced metal matrix composites [125]. In order to 
achieve superior mechanical properties in the nano level coating, intensive research 
is going on using this process. So, this process is capable of producing coating with 
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fine micro-structure from nanometre to millimetre level for metal, ceramic and 
composite materials.  
Both automated and manual laser cladding machines are available in the market. In 
the manual laser cladding machine, power setting, focusing distance, scanning speed, 
feeding of cladding materials, speed of cladding materials are set manually. This 
system takes a continuous attention of technical personnel to achieve good quality 
clad. Recently, automated refill of cladding materials and compact laser system are 
available. This system is capable to change diameter of laser beam and auto focus of 
laser system during cladding. However, easy transfer of laser beam to the treated 
zone, homogenous laser beam, developed sensor for tracking geometry of clad and 
solidification rate, in-depth knowledge on the behaviour of powders are under research 
in order to achieve fully automated system and high quality clad [126]. 
Conventional coating methods (arc welding and thermal spraying) have many 
drawbacks such as low desired outputs, difficulty in installation, high operational costs, 
requirement of large volume of heat and additional corrective machining. Thus, the 
operational costs and production time for these processes increased. However, the 
use of laser with focused and high power provides minimal design error, less 
production time and increased the efficiency of the LC process [127].  
The goal of developing hybrid technology is to improve their individual advantages and 
minimize challenges. The development of hybrid technology is in the limelight in order 
to achieve high deposition rate, defect free and better mechanical properties of the 
components. For example, the laser induction hybrid cladding or Laser Cladding with 
induction preheating not only increases the laser energy efficiency (upto 64%), also 
produce crack free clad [128]. Furthermore, addition of ultrasonic vibration during 
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cladding can increase micro hardness in the clad, as it helps to refine grain and 
disperse the hard phase homogenously in the clad [129].
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7. Conclusion 
In this review paper, discretized numerical simulations of three stages of the Laser 
Cladding process have been summarized. Finite volume method has been mostly 
used to solve powder flow dynamics and fluid flow in melt pool, whereas, finite element 
method has been chosen to solve heat transfer and clad properties. Discretised 
models in all stages can be used to optimize the process parameters and explain the 
process physics as evident from their experimental validation. However, a complete 
model considering all stages and process parameters is still a complex procedure and 
far from the real status. 
In comparison to large numbers of models pertaining to powder flow dynamics and 
melt pool stage, modelling in clad section is still limited. We need more robust models 
to predict various clad properties like hardness, residual stresses, wear resistance, 
phase transformation, microstructural evaluations etc. The modelling of post 
processes such as heat treatment, machining are need to be explored in detail.  
Co-axial powder system is most widely investigated and attracted by industries for the 
final properties of the clad. However, the process is expensive as it requires additional 
process steps. There have been few modelling reported on preplaced powder system 
but modelling of remaining two feeding systems are still in nascent stage.  
There has been good progress in numerical modelling of Laser cladding process in 
last decade, but few essential challenges has to be overcome before it can be fully 
adopted by other advanced manufacturing techniques such as laser based additive 
manufacturing. 
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Nomenclature 
𝑎  It is a variable which takes the value 1 if T is melting 
temperature or 0 if T is different than melting point 
𝐴𝑝 The area of particle (m
2) 
𝐶p The specific heat (J/kg.K) 
𝐶D The drag coefficient 
∂T The particle temperature variation in the time ∂t (K) 
𝑒 The dimensionality of growth of phases 
𝑓 The external force acting on gas 
𝑓′ The volume fraction of the new phase  
𝑓′′ Instantaneous volume fraction of the new phase 
𝑓′′′ The volume fraction of the new phase for non-isothermal 
phase transformation 
𝑔 Gravity force (m/s2) 
h The heat convection coefficient (W/m2.K) 
Idir The energy incident on the particle coming from the direct 
beam (J) 
Iref The incident energy coming from substrate reflection (J) 
𝑘 Thermal conductivity (W/m∙K) 
𝐾 A temperature dependent crystallization rate 
Lf The latent heat of fusion (J/kg) 
𝑚𝑝 The mass of a particle (kg) 
𝑀𝑠 The martensitic transformation temperature 
𝑚 A coefficient dependent on the temperature, composition of 
parent phase, and grain size 
𝑁 Permeability coefficient  
𝑛 A coefficient dependent on the type of phase transformation 
and grain growth 
P Laser power 
𝑝 The pressure of gas/liquid (Pa) 
Qlaser The heat flux from laser heat source (W/m
2) 
𝑟 The radial distance from the centre of laser heat source (m) 
rp The particle radius (µm) 
R Radius of the laser beam (µm) 
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𝑆𝑥, 𝑆𝑦, 𝑆𝑧 Source of momentum per unit volume per unit time in X, Y 
and Z direction 
T The temperature of the particle (K) 
𝑇𝛽 The beta transus temperature 
T∞ The temperature of the surrounding gas (K) 
𝑡 The phase transformation time duration 
𝑡𝑜 Initial time of phase transformation 
𝑡𝑒 End time of phase transformation 
u Velocity of laser head (m/s) 
𝑢, 𝑣,w Velocity component in X, Y and Z (m/s) 
𝑢𝑠 Tangential velocity at free surface (m/s) 
𝑣𝑠 Normal velocity at free surface (m/s) 
𝑤𝑠 Tangential velocity at free surface (m/s) 
𝑣𝑝 The velocity of particle (m/s) 
𝐕 Velocity vector (m/s) 
𝐔 Instantaneous velocity of gas field 
U,V and W Velocity component at X, Y and Z direction in turbulent flow 
X, Y, Z Cartesian coordinate (m) 
𝛁 Vector differential operator/ grad operator 
LFD  Laser focus distance 
SOD  Stand of distance 
BOE  Bounce off effect 
Greek symbol 
ε The particle emissivity 
εel, εpl, εth,
 ε∇V, εTrp 
Elastic, plastic, thermal, volumetric and phase 
transformation strain respectively 
η The absorptivity of laser power  
ηp The absorption coefficient of particle 
μ The molecular viscosity (kg/m.s) 
μl The dynamic viscosity (kg/m.s) 
𝜌𝑙 Density of liquid phase (kg/m3) 
𝜌 The density of gas/clad/substrate material (kg/m3) 
𝜌𝑝 The density of the particle (kg/m
3) 
σ The Stefan-Boltzman constant 
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𝜏𝑡 Pulse duration (s) 
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